
TERMS SEARCH  
 
 

1. Select the menu option    
2. Enter the consultation criteria required to make the query. 

A simple search filter and an advanced search filter are available. 
 
Simple search 

 

 
The filtering options are as follows: 
 Language: language of the search term. By selecting the option “All”, you will perform the search in 

all languages at the same time. 
 Text: search string for the term. 

o It is not necessary to write the prepositions, articles, etc. For example: to find the record 
corresponding to the term “disk operating system”, it is sufficient to write “sistema 
operativo “, “disco“, “sistema” or “disco operativo “. The order of the words is not relevant. 
Words can be written in both upper and lower case, with or without a check mark. 

o The wildcard “%” can be used to replace several characters in the search. For example, 
typing “uso% resi%” will find results such as “usos residual” and “uso residencial”; and typing 
“%ividad” will find “actividad” and “creatividad”. 

o By typing text in this box, you will be offered suggestions for the content of the bank. If you 
write “use”, terms containing, for example, “uso”, “abuso” or “fusoespirilar “ will appear in 
the list of suggestions.  
 

 Where to search: allows you to specify different options for searching the text. 

 

For example, by typing “use” in the text box: 
o Start of the word: you will find words like “uso” and “usos” 
o End of the word: you will find words like “uso” and “abuso” 
o Exact search: you will find the word “uso” 
o Contains: you will find words containing the letters “uso” 

 

 



 Thematic area(s) You can select the thematic area in which you wish to carry out the search. It is 
possible to select more than one classification. If you do not specify anything, the search will be 
carried out in all areas. 
 

Advanced search 

  

In addition, advanced search criteria are offered, among which are: 
 TC-approved dictionaries: the search will be performed only in the dictionaries approved by the 

Terminology Commission. You can select all the approved dictionaries, or dictionaries individually. 
 Definition: allows the search of the text within the definitions of the terms    
 Note: allows you to search within the notes of the terms 

The button  allows you to delete the selected query criteria. 

3. Press the button  or the “Enter” key to perform the term query with the specified filter.  The list of 
terms found is shown below. 

 

Press the icon  to download a PDF of the list. Clicking on a card in the list opens it and displays the 
terminology information in the card. On the right, the icons for sharing information on social networks and 
creating a PDF of the file are shown. 

 



 

ACCEPTABILITY CODES ESTABLISHED BY THE TERMINOLOGY COMMITTEE  

0 Rejected term (the Terminology Committee does not accept it) 

3 Admitted term (it is not the preferred one, as another one is recommended) 

4 Provisionally normalized/recommended term (pending approval from the Terminology Committee) 

4  Normalized/Recommended term 

 


